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REMARKS ON SYMMETRIC SMOOTH NORMS

P . HAJEK AND V. ZlZLER

A characterisation is given of separable Banach spaces with symmetric Schauder
bases which admit equivalent symmetric norms that are Gateaux difFerentiable or
uniformly rotund in every direction. Some applications to questions on distortion
of norms on loo are discussed.

In his paper [6], Troyanski proved that a nonseparable Banach space X with a
symmetric Schauder basis admits an equivalent uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm
if and only if X is not isomorphic to a space ^i(F). He also showed in [6] a dual
result on norms that are uniformly rotund in every direction. In [3] a canonical ex-
tension of symmetric norms on separable Banach spaces to their nonseparable copies
was considered. This way a nonseparable reflexive space T with a symmetric norm was
introduced with the property that no nonseparable subspace of T linearly injects into
any superreflexive Banach space. Note that by Troyanski's results mentioned above
the space T admits an equivalent norm that is uniformly Gateaux differentiable and
uniformly rotund in every direction. It follows from the results of Argyros and Farmaki
[1, Theorem 2.5] that the unit ball of T in its weak topology is a uniform Eberlein
compact, that is, homeomorphic to a subset of a Hilbert space in its weak topology.
The purpose of this note is to show that by combining the ideas in [6] and [3], a charac-
terisation can be obtained of separable spaces which admit symmetric norms that are
Gateaux differentiable or uniformly rotund in every direction. We let X be a separable
Banach space with a symmetric Schauder basis {e<}j6N and denote by II (respectively,
0 ) the set of all permutations of N (respectively, injections of N into N). Recall that
an equivalent norm ||| • ||| on such X is called symmetric if |||z||| = Hl̂ n-HI for every
x £ X and TT £ II where xv = 52 JJie^i) • Similarly we can define xg = 52 Xieg^ £ X

for 6 £ 0 and note that |||z0||| = |||z||| for every x £ X. To see this, we first use the
unconditionality of the basis {ei},-gpj to observe that for every e > 0 there is no £ N
such that HI 52 £>e,-||| < t for every finite set 4 c N with min A^ no. From the sym-

metry of the norm ||| • ||| we have that there is mo £ N such that ||| 52 z«e8(i)IH < £
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whenever B is a finite set in N with mini? ^ mo. Therefore ^ Zî em is a convergent

series and we can see that |||z||| = |||£0|||.
Standard notation is used in this note. In particular, we denote by Co respectively,

£p or £«, the spaces co(N) respectively, ip(N) or ^«,(N). We refer to [5] and [2] for
some unexplained notion and results.

We now define a canonical nonseparable extension of symmetric norms.

DEFINITION 1: Let X be a separable Banach space with a symmetric Schauder
basis {ej}igN and a symmetric norm \\-\\x- Let F be an uncountable ordinal and X(T)
be the vector space of all countably supported vectors on F with the norm ||-||r defined
as follows:

If, formally, x — £) %\e\ where e\ are the unit vectors on F, choose a vector
xer

y £ X, y = Yti Viei a n ( i a n injection / of N into F such that x\ = y; for A = I(i)
iSN

and x\ = 0 otherwise. Then put ||x||r = \\y\\x-
The space (X(F), ||-||r) is a nonseparable Banach space with the symmetric basis

{e\}\£r and the norm ||-||r is a symmetric norm on X(T).
The correctness of Definition 1 follows from the fact on the norms of the elements

xg discussed above. To see this, given a sequence {Z*}J.6N of vectors in X(T), note
that card ( (J supp (a:*)) ^ No and we can define an injection I of N into F and

*eN
a sequence {yk}keti °f vectors in X such that a:* = y* for A = I(i) and x\ — 0
otherwise. We can see that ||-||r is indeed a norm since it is homogeneous and convex,
as H*1 +z 2 | | r = Hy1 +2/2||x < ||»1||JC + ||y2||x = H r + lh'llr • The completeness of
the norm ||-||r can be seen similarly: If {s*}jt6N is a Cauchy sequence in (X(T), | | | | r )
and we define an injection I and a sequence {t/*}*eN as above, then {yfc}fceN is a
Cauchy sequence in X. Thus lim yk = y for some y G X. Then lim xk = x in X(T),
where x\ = yi for A = I(i) and x\ = 0 otherwise. By using the idea of passing from a
sequence {a;*}|.gN in X(T) to its copy {yk} in X we can see that the usual properties
of smoothness or rotundity of the norm |||| on X are carried over to the norm ||-||r,
as any such property can be expressed by using sequences of vectors in X(F).

We can characterise spaces with symmetric bases that are isomorphic to Co or t\
by the following statement.

PROPOSITION 2 . Let X be a separable Banach space with a symmetric Schauder
basis. Then the space X admits an equivalent symmetric Gateaux differentiable norm
if and only if X admits an equivalent symmetric uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm
if and only if X is not isomorphic to t\ .

PROOF: Let {ej}i6N be a symmetric Schauder basis of X. If X is not isomorphic
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to £i then the basis {ei}igN is not equivalent to the standard unit vector basis in t\
and from the proof of Theorem 2 in [6] it follows that X* admits an equivalent dual
norm ||- ||* that is w*-uniformly rotund and symmetric on the norm closed linear span
of the biorthogonal functionals to {ei}igrj. Therefore its predual norm ||-|| on X is
symmetric in {ei}igN and uniformly Gateaux differentiable by Smulyan's duality result
(see for example, [2, Theorem II.6.7]). On the other hand, let ||-||_y be an equivalent
symmetric and Gateaux differentiable norm on X, T be an isomorphism of X onto
l\ and «; be the standard unit vectors in t\ . Define an equivalent norm j | | • ||| on t\

for y = To see that this is a good definition we take
i6N

into account that the basis {Tej},gN is equivalent to the standard unit vector basis of
i\ as any normalised unconditional basis is (see for example, [5, Proposition 2.6.9]).
The norm ||| • ||| is symmetric on t\ with respect to {u;},gN- Therefore a nonseparable
extension (^i(F),||| • | | | r ) , which is an equivalent renorming of the usual space ^i(F),
admits an equivalent Gateaux differentiable norm. This is impossible by Day's result
(see for example, [2, p. 59]). D

PROPOSITION 3 . Let X be a separable Banach space with a symmetric Schauder
basis. Then X admits an equivalent symmetric Frechet differentiable norm if and only
if X does not contain an isomorphic copy of t\.

PROOF: Let {e,}igjj be a symmetric Schauder basis of X. If X does not contain
an isomorphic copy of t\, then by James' theorem, the basis {e,};gN is shrinking (see
for example, [5, Theorem I.e.9]). Therefore the biorthogonal functionals to the basis
{ei}»eN form a symmetric basis of X*. Since Troyanski's classical construction in
[8] produces an equivalent dual norm on X* that is symmetric and locally uniformly
rotund (see for example, [2, Lemma VII. 1.7]), by using the Smulyan duality result we
obtain an equivalent symmetric Frechet differentiable norm on X (see for example, [2,
Proposition II.1.5]). On the other hand, if a separable X admits an equivalent Frechet
differentiable norm, then X* is separable (see for example, [2, Corollary II.3.3]) and
thus X cannot contain an isomorphic copy of t\. u

It is a result of Day, James and Swaminathan that the space co(F) admits no
equivalent norm which is uniformly rotund in every direction if F is uncountable (see
for example, [2, Proposition II.7.9]). Using this result and the proof of Theorem 1 in
[6], similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2 above, we obtain the following result.

PROPOSITION 4 . Let X be a separable Banach space with a symmetric Schauder
basis. Then X admits an equivalent symmetric norm that is uniformly rotund in every
direction if and only if X is not isomorphic to Co .

Note that it follows from the proof of Theorem V.I.5 in [2] that Co admits an
equivalent symmetric rotund norm that is a limit, uniform on bounded sets, of sym-
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metric C°°-smooth norms. On the other hand, if P is uncountable, then co(P) admits

no rotund C2-smooth norm [4]. Hence by the method of a nonseparable extension we

obtain that Co admits no equivalent symmetric rotund C2-smooth norm. Note that if

HI • HI denotes an equivalent C°°-smooth norm on Co, then the norm ||-|| defined on Co

by ||a?|| = |||x||| + (J2 C1/2*) xl)1/2 i s a n equivalent rotund C^-smooth norm. In [7]

Troyanski proved that if p is an odd number, then the space lp(T) admits an equivalent

norm that is p-times Gateaux differentiable if and only if P is countable. Therefore,

by using the method of a nonseparable extension, we obtain that lp admits no equiv-

alent symmetric p-times Gateaux differentiable norm if p is an odd number. If X is

a separable Banach space with a symmetric Schauder basis and X* is nonseparable,

then there are e > 0 and a subset A of the dual unit ball Bx* of X* such that all the

to*-slices of A are of diameter ^ e (see for example, [2, Theorem 1.5.3]). For TT £ II,

let ir* denote the dual operator to the permutation TT-operator on X. Then the set

Bx* + conv™ I |J TT*(J4 U (—A)) I is the dual unit ball of a symmetric rough norm

Wn /
on X (see for example, [2, Proposition 1.1.11]).

We shall say that an equivalent norm ||-|| on ^oo(P) is symmetric if ||a:-7r|| = ||a;||

for every x £ ^oo(P) where xn{i) = xw(i) and TT is a permutation of N.

With this definition we obtain the following result on distortion of norms on ^oo.

P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . Let H-H^ denote the standard sup-norm on £«, and let \\-\\

be an equivalent symmetric norm on loo- Then there is a linear isometry of (loo, II"lloo)

/ oo \ oo

PROOF: Let an operator T of ôo be defined by T( £) one,- I = £) <*ie2«, where

we consider the formal sums of the unit vectors {e^} in €<»• Define a norm \\-\\T on

ioo by ||a;||T = ||Tas|| for x £ l^. The norm ||-||T is an equivalent symmetric norm

on £oo and it has the property that ||x||T = ||j/||y whenever y is obtained from x by

adding some zero coordinates. If F is an uncountable ordinal and ^ ( P ) denotes the

subspace of £oo(P) formed by countably supported vectors, similarly as in Definition 1

we can define a norm ||-||r on ^ ( P ) by | |z| | r = ||x||T, where x £ t.^ and x 6 l%o{T)

have the same structure of their coordinates. By Partington's result (see for example

[2, Theorem II.7.12]), for every equivalent norm on ^ ( P ) and in particular for the

norm | | - | | r , the space (̂ £o(-0> IHIr) contains an isometric copy of {loo, II"lloo) s u c h that

its total support on P is countable. We can now isometrically transfer this copy back

to (̂ oo) IHIT) an<^ note that T is an isometry of (̂ oo> IHIT) onto the subspace of ôo

formed by vectors whose odd coordinates are zero, equipped with the norm ||-||. u

COROLLARY 6 . Tie space loo admits no equivalent symmetric rotund norm

and admits no continuous (not necessarily equivalent) symmetric Gateaux differentiable
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norm.

PROOF: Since (^oo>|Hloo) is n ° t rotund, the first statement on rotund norms fol-
lows from Proposition 4. Alternatively, this part can be shown as follows: Assume that
HI • HI is an equivalent symmetric rotund norm on too • Consider a; (E ̂ oo such that its
coordinates attain an infinite number of times every value from the set {0, (1/2), 1} and
no other values. Choose a permutation TT £ H that fixes all coordinates but two with
values 1 and 0 and these are interchanged. Then (zT + x)/2 = xp for some p £ II.
Hence |||x||| = |||xT||| = |||(x». + as)/2|||, contradicting the rotundity of ||| • |||. If l^ ad-
mitted a continuous symmetric Gateaux differentiable norm, similarly as in the proof of
Proposition 5 we would produce a continuous Gateaux differentiable norm on ^ ( F ) for
F uncountable. However, by Haydon's result, the space ^ ( F ) admits no continuous
Gateaux differentiable norm if F is uncountable (see for example, [2, p. 89]). u

Note that the assumption on the symmetry cannot be dropped in the statements of
Proposition 5 or Corollary 6 as there are equivalent rotund norms as well as continuous
Gateaux differentiable norms on loo that are easily produced by linear injections into
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